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quixel ddo has introduced smart materials which is a physically very accurate and constantly
growing materials library. the materials are with measured weathering that responds to the shape of
your mesh. texel density and surface types have also been included which makes it more powerful

texturing tool. you can also download xara graphic designer. quixel ddo has introduced smart
materials which is a physically very accurate and constantly growing materials library. the materials
are with measured weathering that responds to the shape of your mesh. quixel ddo is joining hands

with worlds leading companies in order to bring the most standardized pbr workflow which was never
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quixel ddo also provides its
own script called

autoimport which assists
the user to import the 3ds

file to photoshop and maya.
the user can also import
2.5d and 3d models that

were previously generated
in autocad. the most

exciting feature of quixel
ndo 2 is its new 360

panorama 2.0 feature. by
using quixel ndo 2 360
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panorama feature, you can
generate 360 degree views

of scenes from any
perspective. thus, quixel
ndo 2 provides various

lenses like fisheye, wide
angle, telephoto etc. quixel

ndo 2 also supports
cinematic perspectives

when it comes to the 360
panorama. this allows the

user to create the 360
panorama for any shot from

any perspective. this also
includes the ability to
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determine the exact view
that you want and whether

you want to give the
perspective camera a

neutral (0 degrees) or a
fixed camera height.

further, the user can rotate
the view around the 2 axis

in any direction. this
provides the ability to
create various camera

perspectives for the user.
thus, you can create

various visual effects by
just one click of the mouse.
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quixel ddo now includes a
two-sided material support

system. thus, you can
change the background

color depending on the side
view. further, the system
also considers the texture

combination when the user
switches from background

to background. for
example, when the material
is applied to the right side

and the background is
selected for viewing from

the right side, you can add
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a completely new texture
for the color of the right-

hand material. 2da5b3d4ca
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